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Abstract. ERP B3 is a SLA@SOI framework based solution for Service
Level Agreements driven, on demand and dynamic provisioned business
applications. We extended the ERP B3 framework with a process-centric
Business Continuity Analysis toolkit. In this demo we want to show how
our toolkit helps Business Continuity Manager (a) to estimate business
impact of failed IT services (b) to validate SLAs and verify if selected
SLAs are appropriated and (c) to determine an optimal set of service-
level SLAs to minimise business disruptions.
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1 Introduction

The SLA@SOI framework provides comprehensive support for holistic and trans-
parent SLA management, SLA translation and SLA negotiation [1,2]. Lessons
learned from using the SLA@SOI framework to implement ERP B3 solution to
perform IT centric SLA translation are discussed in in [3].

We extended ERP B3 and added components which helps Business Continuity
Manager (a) to estimate business impact of failed IT services (b) to translate
business level requirements to IT-service and facility-level requirements and (c)
to select an optimal set of service-level and facility-level SLAs [4]. The overall
objective is to minimise business disruptions.

Our toolkit is very interactive and supports the Business Continuity Manager
to explore potential alternatives and to answer “what-if-questions”. The best
way to explain these interactive modelling and optimisation components of our
toolkit is with a demonstration.
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2 Outline of the ERP B3 BCM Demonstration

1. BCM: We will educate the audience about business process modelling, busi-
ness performance analysis, and the role and importance of Business Conti-
nuity Management.

2. Business Impact: We extended a process modelling tool with business impact
annotation modelling support. We will demonstrate how a business continu-
ity manager uses this impact modelling support to model financial, legal and
other business requirements in a process-centric way.

3. Dependency and Risk Modelling: We designed and implemented a depen-
dency and risk modelling tool to model the IT service and facility hierachy.
This tool enables the continuity manager to annotate risk to the service
hierachy.

4. SLA translation, selection and validation: We explain how the continuity
manager links the service hierarchy to business activities. Once this linkage
has been established our tool translates business level requirements down to
service level requirements and verifies if selected SLAs are suitable to fulfil
business level requirements.

5. SLA optimisation: If more than one SLA has to be selected the SLA selection
and validation problem becomes an optimisation problem. We explain how
our tool solves this problem and proposes an optimal set of SLAs.

3 Conclusions

ERP B3 makes use of the SLA@SOI framework to provide service level aware on-
demand business applications. In this demo we show how we extended the ERP
B3 framework with Business Continuity Analysis support. We show how a conti-
nuity manager uses our extension to translate business level requirements down
to service level requirements. An optimisation components helps the continuity
manager to select a set of optimal SLAs.
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